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New Beginning

I had always seemed to bring bad luck. My older brother was kidnapped by a Noun of evil

Noun snakes the week I was born; only traces of him were found at the bottom of the Noun .

When I was five, my Noun worked herself half to death and caught a serious case of Noun and

passed away. My Adjective father, I never knew. But this was not the end of my Noun - Plural ; a

few years after my twin sister Nell and I were put into Adjective care, a typhoon swept through my home

town of Wan-Zing and destroyed my family's Noun and horrendously killed my foster Noun .

Recently, my sister was diagnosed with an unknown form of Noun . At first we thought it was the

Adjective cold. Not until she was on her Noun bed did they find out. Now she is at the end of

her life.

This is enough. I think to myself. I will Verb no more bad Noun to those I love and run.

Verb as far away as I can. My Noun has come to leave the nest I would have Adverb

destroyed. I run, away from this Noun I have Verb - Past Participle to start a new life. Clayton

Condon's bad Noun will no longer remain here. I will seek those of my own Noun in a land far

away from that of my Noun , where my spell can harm them no longer.

I



am running at the age of Number from my beloved city in Japan to find my fortune in Ninjago with

hopes of finding joy.

I am not Japanese by blood. My Noun is a fully fledged Ninjagoien and my Noun is American

raised in Proper Noun . The thing I know of my father the most are his kindred.

Long before time had a name, Ninjago was created by the first Silly Word one master, by using the four

weapons of Silly Word one : The Proper Noun of Quakes, The Noun - Plural of Lightning, the

Proper Noun of Ice, and the Proper Noun of Fire. The weapons were so Adjective , that no

one could handle all of their power at once. When he Verb - Past Tense away, his two sons swore to protect

them, but the oldest was consumed by darkness, and wanted to Verb them. A battle between the

Noun - Plural broke out, and the oldest was struck down and banished to the Noun . Peace

returned, and the younger brother hid the Noun - Plural , but knowing his older brother's relentless

ambition for power, he placed a guardian to Verb them, and for fear of his own Noun , a map

for an honest man to hide. That Adjective man was a Noun , the father of one of the future

Noun . The older brother is Lord Proper Noun , and Sensei Wu, who is the Adjective - 

Comparative brother, must find the Weapons before Proper Noun in order to keep peace in Ninjago.
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